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Welcome to all those who have joined us from the
Building and Home Improvement Expo, our newsletter
comes out around 6 times a year and features updates
on new healthy natural products to our range along with
information regarding hints and tips and all the exciting
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things we are up to. If you would to have a peruse
through at our back issues they are all available on our
website www.livos.com.au



NEW PRODUCTS Taketi and
Linn to the range



HINTS AND TIPS



Did you know that the Kunos
range #244 is certified
foodsafe?



IN THE MEDIA



Spreading the word about Livos

Many of you may be aware for many years we have

Products

been running two separate companies, Livos Australia



Workshop Night



Success of Daylesford Expo

along with Anro Floorcare. Recently we have united



Did you know Livos is on

them and now Anro Floorcare has slightly altered its

Facebook and Twitter

name and will be known as Anro Natural Floor



POINT OF INTEREST

Treatments. Please be assured our new name will not



EXPOS



affect our services ( past or present) or agreements in
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any way, the amalgamation was undertaken to reduce
the ever increasing time spent on doubling of
paperwork. If you ever have any questions or concerns
regarding your contact with Anro Floorcare please give
our friendly staff a call. Our phone number remains the
same as do the website and email details, however the
fax line for both Anro Floorcare and Livos Australia
has been discontinued.
Spreading the word about Livos Products

NEW PRODUCTS
Taketi and Linn to the range
We are very proud to announce the
new arrival for 2 new products to the
Australian range:
Linn is a bathroom and furniture oil
while Taketi is a paint stripper.

As they say, a happy client is your best
recommendation. So here is an unedited email from
clients whose floor has lasted 11 years before
rejuvenation.
"You finished all the hard-wood floors in the renovated
portion of our house with Kunos oil eleven years ago.
This includes the kitchen, laundry and bathroom areas
as well as the parts of the house which get the most
traffic. The surfaces have maintained their excellent

Linn # 1703 Is suitable for interior
usage on solid wooden furniture,
especially bathroom furniture. After 3
coats there is a glossy, water
resistant surface.
First coat 1 litre is sufficient for
approximately 18 m².
Second coat 1 litre is sufficient for
approximately 63 m².
Third coat 1 litre is sufficient for
approximately 90 m2
So the .75l in the photo would cover
around 9m2 in the recommended 3
coats according to the TDS
It can be used over Kunos countertop
#243 or Kunos #244 for additional
gloss with the added natural resins
making it highly recommended when
there is a likely hood of coming into
contact with chemicals commonly
used in bathrooms.

look all that time - and look even better now that you've
just returned to give them a rejuvenation treatment, and
fixing up most of the scrapes, bumps and stains which
"somehow" occurred in the intervening decade or so.
Thanks again for your extremely fine workmanship,
which is a cut above what one would expect."
Fred and Angelika of Northcote
Workshop Night
Thank you to all those who braved the cold night to
visit our very successful workshop night, it was a great
turnout with many travelling significant distances to
hear our vast array of experienced and knowledgeable
speakers. On the night some amateur video was taken,

while it may not make for the best viewing the
presenters’ content is still there and we hope to have
links to these presentations on our website coming
soon. Especially beneficial to us was the feedback
given, through this we hope to continue to have nights
whereby more specific topics can be addressed. We
Taketi #554 Is suitable for stripping
saponifiable dispersion paints, oil
paints, natural and synthetic resin
varnishes from various surfaces. 1 kg
is sufficient for up to 8 m2
We have both of these products in
stock and will be adding the details
on our website shortly.

look forward to receiving any further ideas for topics
and will keep you informed as they come to fruition.

Success of Daylesford Expo
HINTS AND TIPS

We love attending the Daylesford expo, although
Did you know that the Kunos range
#244 is certified foodsafe?

usually in November it was the inaugural June event,

This means the entire Kunos range

not only are you in beautiful surroundings but the

(including stains) is recognised as safe

people who visit are so enthusiastic. Discovering and

for applying on articles coming in

reporting back all their experiences regarding natural

direct contact with food according to
the very strict EU standards (these

and healthy options ensures the day goes so quickly.

standards are more stringent that the

Meeting and discussing the unique properties of the

Australian ones). The natural

Livos range is a passion for us and it is wonderful when

ingredients are the same quality used in
the cleaning of food and in the

the passion is reciprocated. This year it was especially

production of makeup and

valuable as the day was very wet and I can assure you

medicines and are considered food

very, very cold!

grade.
This is also why the products are
suitable and safely able to be used on
babies and children's toys, as they are

Did you know Livos is on Facebook and Twitter

neither hazardous to human health nor
a risk to the environment.

If you like to be informed on any new information

ideas for use include:
salad servers
chopping boards and cheese platters

follow us on facebook

,

bowls , plates etc
kitchen benches
rattles

and twitter

for snippets as they come to

animal cages and toys

hand.

cots and children beds

Kind Regards and best wishes from the Livos team.

“Winter is the time for comfort, for good food and warmth, for the touch
of a friendly hand and for a talk beside the fire: it is the time for home."
~Edith Sitwell
P.S. if you know anyone else that may benefit from the information that
will be shared during the week, please feel free to pass this email on to
them.

Click here to see the foodsafe
certificate
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Can you imagine this in
Melbourne?

Grand Design 2012, in Melbourne.

Edible Bus Stop, London

IN THE MEDIA
InOn our website
New on Livos Website
www.livos.com.au
The Edible Bus Stop
1. The two new products
Taketi and Linn will be added shortly
along with their TDS, MSDS and full
ingredients list

InOther media

transforms neglected sites
across London’s bus network
into valuable community
growing spaces. Originating as
a guerilla garden project

1. Sanctuary - Issue 19

adjacent to a bus stop in South
London, they transform once-

Page 25 Form and Function-

forgotten spaces into thriving

Charlotte Bay Home

neighbourhood hubs that are

Balance, harmony, self sufficiency

celebrated by local residents

are the principles behind the design

Livos Australia will be at the home show like no
other, Grand Designs Live is launching for the
first time in Melbourne on 21 - 23 September!
Four Home Shows, One Extraordinary Event.
Taking inspiration from the TV series, and offering
four home shows in one, Grand Designs Live is
the place to get ideas and free advice, plus pick
up some great show specials. Discover over 220
premium exhibitors who will showcase the latest
products and innovations in the four key zones Building; Interiors; Kitchens & Bathrooms and
Outdoors - this exciting home show is packed
with all the ideas, design and innovation you need
for every room in your home.
See your favourite celebrity TV experts including
design guru Kevin McCloud (appearing
Melbourne show only) and architect Peter
Maddison share their insights and knowledge live
on stage. Click here to see who will be at each
show www.granddesignslive.com.au/
Sustainable Living Festival Tasmania 2012,

of this rammed earth and timber New

and users of the bus route.

South Wales coastal home. Kunos

To read more click here.

has been used on their timber and
concrete floors

Extract taken from Green
Razor 190 an email newsletter
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www.thegreenpages.com.au

Norwood Residence
The subtle eco feature of this
Adelaide renovation save energy in
more ways than one.
Livos Alis used on timber cladding
and external hardwood and deck.

InWatch out for
The coming edition of Green
Magazine

Sustainable Living Tasmania coordinates
Tasmania's Sustainable Living Festival (SLF), an
annual event which showcases environmentally
sustainable ideas, products and practices to help
people live more lightly on the Earth. Now in its
14th year, SLF is a FREE COMMUNITY EVENT,
held on 10 & 11 November at Princes Wharf on
Hobart's Waterfront. A community celebration of
sustainablility - there are installations by cutting
edge artists and designers, highlighting the
beauty and vibrancy of smart design. A tantalising
lineup of Tasmanian musicians and performers
will entertain people of all ages during our
Sustainability Sessions. Our popular Q & A
Discussion Series will bring together prominent
Tasmanians to explore a vision for Tasmania's
future. All this, plus children’s activities, Livos will
be having live demonstrations, while others
showcase the latest technology, interactive
workshops and more.
DIY Workshops,
Due to the popular demand of our trade nights
we are in collaboration with other
professionals in a range of fields and
anticipate holding information evenings
especially for specific groups who are
interested in healthy sustainable fields. Dates
will be subject to demand, so please register
your ideas and interest by replying to this
email or through our website.These
workshops will enable direct contact with
professionals such as architects, interior
designer, double glaze window manufacturers
plus others. These will be suitable for those in
the process of planning, building or
renovating now or in the future. Although the
dates are yet to be confirmed places will be
limited, so please register your interest early.
The Building and Home Improvement Expo,

Whilst it appeared quieter than last year. It is
always very humbling to hear from previous
clients whose floors " still look like new"
many years later. We had the opportunity to
speak to many people both private and
professional and have made some great
contacts which are already in fruition.
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